For the week ending September 27th, 2019

Recap & Outlook: Vancouver Housing – Part IV
Over the last five years, we have written about Vancouver real estate and whether we think it is a good investment.
Report one (July 2015) addressed why we thought Vancouver real estate was expensive; report two (August 2016)
addressed factors driving Vancouver real estate prices higher despite being expensive; and report three (September
2018) addressed changes that were occurring in those factors that we thought would end the bull market.
In this follow-up report, we address the meaningful correction that has occurred and address whether we think real
estate prices have fallen enough to now be viewed as attractive.
A Meaningful Correction
Last year, we concluded that higher interest rates, tighter
lending standards, and significant incremental regulations
on capital leaving China and entering B.C. would end the
bull market in Vancouver real estate. After observing the
market over the last year, it appears a meaningful
correction is occurring:
Sales volumes remain very low: As can be seen in Figure
1, volumes remain well below historic levels.
Prices are down significantly: one of the few homes sold
in July was the house one of us at Pathfinder grew up in. It
was sold at a price 37% lower than its selling price just
nine months prior.
More extreme than Financial Crisis? As can be seen in
Figure 2, that type of price correction is more extreme
than what occurred at the beginning of the 2008 financial
crisis. The question is does Vancouver approach or even
exceed the ultimate correction during the financial crisis.

Have prices fallen enough?
While the home quoted above is just a single example, the core Vancouver market has seen a significant correction over
the last 12 months. The question becomes whether prices have declined enough to now be considered an attractive
investment. There are a couple factors supporting Vancouver real estate, but we believe the factors against ownership
are still more significant:
For; Interest rates have fallen back down: The benchmark interest rate (5-year government bond) used in determining
Canadian mortgages has fallen from 2.4% in November (2018) to 1.4% today.
For; Increased immigration from Hong Kong: A new wave of foreign capital could be hitting Vancouver from Hong Kong
residents looking to leave Hong Kong due to the unrest. However, this wave should have far less impact than the prior
wave from Mainland China. Firstly, the population of Hong Kong is 0.5% of Mainland China’s. Secondly, Hong Kong has
always been a free trade hub so the capital has less of a “laundering” motive.
Against; Restriction on Chinese capital seems permanent: The
length and level of sophistication China used to restrict capital
leaving their country makes us believe it is long term. Figure 3
highlights that these restrictions are having a global impact but
is likely most severe in Vancouver.
Against; Forced selling just starting: Historically, housing markets bottom when there is forced selling due to foreclosure,
unaffordability, confiscation (bought with illegal capital). There are signs that this is just beginning in Vancouver. The
Financial Times stated that in the first half of 2019, the Chinese became a net seller of assets outside its country for the
first time in a decade.
Against; Still WAY overvalued: Going back to our inaugural report in 2015, Vancouver real estate (even now) does not
generate enough net rental income to justify its price. We re-ran the math to factor lower prices, increased cost of
ownership due to incremental taxes, and decreased rental rates from the vacant home tax. Our conclusion is that there
are still other assets that are much more attractively valued, and it is still much better to rent versus own.
“This means that” Vancouver real estate has seen a significant correction. Even at its lower price, it still fails to meet our
definition of a good investment. Further, there could be significant more downside as a wave of sellers (China,
developers, presales, unaffordable mortgages) could dwarf incremental buyers coming from Hong Kong and lower rates.
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